5 January 2021
DATA REPUBLIC NOW AVAILABLE ON AWS MARKETPLACE
Data Republic, a global leader in secure data sharing, today announced customers can now
purchase its Data Sandbox product through AWS Marketplace. AWS Marketplace is a digital
catalog with software listings from independent software vendors across the world that make
it easy to find, test, buy, and deploy software like Data Republic’s Data Sandbox that runs on
Amazon Web Services (AWS).
The Data Sandbox makes it easy for digital, innovation, and analytics leaders to connect
their data with outside people, apps and algorithms, safely and securely. Data Republic’s
move to make Data Sandbox available on AWS Marketplace was in response to customer
demands for an easier, more seamless way to start using the Data Sandbox.
As an AWS Advanced Technology Partner, Data Republic has invested in the collaboration
with AWS to better service enterprise customers who want to derive more value from their
data. Now that Data Republic’s Data Sandbox product is available on AWS Marketplace,
customers can quickly register for the platform.
Data Sandbox users can securely ingest de-identified data into the cloud-based platform,
invite external innovators into a project, and conduct collaborative data analysis in a
governed quarantined virtual machine.
“We want to help reduce the obstacles that prevent secure data sharing from happening in a
scalable way. With Data Republic available on AWS Marketplace, existing AWS customers
can reduce the time to onboard and get started with Data Republic’s Data Sandbox,” said
Lynn Thompson, Head of Partnerships and Alliances at Data Republic.
“Data Republic is already a trusted platform for enterprise customers across financial
services, insurance, and healthcare. We are excited to collaborate with AWS on this latest
go-to-market channel and bring Data Republic to AWS customers via AWS Marketplace.
Together we can help build the growing networked data sharing ecosystem for all enterprise
organizations globally.”
To get started, visit Data Republic’s Data Sandbox listing on AWS Marketplace.

About Data Republic:

Data Republic enables enterprises to safely connect their most valuable data to the best
people, apps, algorithms and data available. Data Republic’s private-by-design platform is
trusted by enterprise organizations in highly regulated industries to manage external data
collaboration. Data Republic provides governed workflows, privacy-preserving matching,
data license agreements and secure analytics workspaces. With Data Republic, every
enterprise can rapidly scale the scope of their data strategy and launch data-driven projects
in days, not months.

Data Republic has offices in Australia (HQ), Singapore and the USA, and is backed by toptier corporate investors such as Westpac, Qantas Loyalty, NAB, Qualgro, ANZ, Singtel
Innov8 and Singapore Airlines. Learn more about Data Republic at www.datarepublic.com

